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 Internet eXchange point (IXP) is a way to optimize network bandwidth. It 

enables a platform in the different providers like internet service providers 

(ISPs) and content delivery providers (CDNs) to share their traffic through a 

common point. A software defined exchange point (SDX) is an IXP 

comprising of a programmable deployed software defined network (SDN) 

switching fabric to enhance the management of their services, but they met 

the performance issues. The previous studies proposed various mechanisms 

and frameworks that tackled with these issues, but they don’t overcome 

overall challenges like link failure recovery for multi-hop-based SDX 

particularly packet processing delay and switch memory overhead. To cope 

with these issues, this paper proposed an enhanced link failure rerouting 

(ELFR) mechanism for multi-hop-based SDX. The objective of the proposed 

ELFR mechanism is to reduce the delay of packet processing to recover the 

link failure quickly and improve the path computation while ensuring the 

switch storage overhead. The present paper is an effort to retrospect and 

analyze the critical review of existing work for SDX. Furthermore, this paper 

provides a background of SDX, its components and its applications. Finally, 

this paper presents and compares the expected results of ELFR mechanism 

and related work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Internet eXchange points (IXPs) are network infrastructures where all internet players can 

interconnect with each other to improve the quality of their services and reduce transmission costs [1]–[3]. 

Today, IXPs played an essential role in the development of an advanced Internet ecosystem across the globe 

[4]–[7]. Therefore, research quantified the following as classic IXP structural design constraints: restricted 

monitoring and visibility, layer-2 switching fabric, border gateway protocol (BGP) control plane, and manual 

policy enforcement [8]–[11]. In addition, other challenges include load balancing, loops, broadcast storms and 

lack of advanced policies and less flexibility of inter-domain routing. These limitations can be categorized into 

data plane and control plane in BGP [12]–[14].  

In order to overcome the above challenges, the IXP providers adopt the software defined network 

(SDN) paradigm, which separates the data plane from the control plane and provides advanced policies and 

powerful functionalities to manage their services and offer better services to their customers [14]–[17]. A new 

idea is known as software defined exchange point has emerged as a result of the deployment of software defined 

networks on internet exchange points called SDX. To give network operators better granularity and control 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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over forwarding, SDX has been designed as a model. Operators can develop at far shorter time scales than 

others and exchange traffic much more effectively using SDX than they can with current methods [18]–[20].  

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of SDN-enabled IXP. The SDX design is made up of four main 

parts: programmable fabric, route server, SDX controller, and applications. First, the programmable fabric is 

an OpenFlow switch which provides more flexibility than a traditional layer-2 switch. Second, the SDX 

controller monitors network activity and implements low-level rules created from high-level policies on the 

IXP fabric. To regulate the IXP fabric, applications create high-level policies. The SDX takes use of APIs to 

offer sophisticated management capabilities to IXP members. The route server also makes it possible for IXP 

members to exchange BGP routes. Two autonomous systems (ASes)–AS A and AS B are connected to the 

programmable IXP fabric to exchange their traffic. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture of SDN-Enabled IXP 

 

 

The inter-domain problems faced by IXP operators were greatly reduced by SDX. Similarly, the 

previous studies suggested many approaches and frameworks tackle the issues related to the performance and 

scalability of software-defined exchange points (SDX). However, In the SDX environment, there are still 

outstanding problems and difficulties, such as link failure recovery and packet processing delays, which require 

highly advanced techniques to improve the quality of multi-hop IXP providers. The purpose of study is to 

address the challenges and issues of performance and scalability in the SDX environment and to propose an 

enhanced mechanism of link failure rerouting for multi-hop IXP based on SDN. This paper's contribution can 

be summed up as: 

- Provide a review of the current frameworks and approaches for link failure recovery by categorizing the 

SDX-based and fast rerouting (FRR)-based frameworks. 

- Investigate deeply the previous mechanisms and techniques by analyzing their weaknesses and strengths 

to realize the current challenges and limitations of link failure recovery. 

- Propose enhanced link failure rerouting (ELFR); an enhanced mechanism to reduce delay of link failure 

rerouting in multi-hop SDX topology. 

- Suggest an advanced packet processing algorithm to minimize the recovery time of link failure by 

exploiting the programming protocol-independent packet processors (P4) functionalities. 

- Propose an improved path computation algorithm to compute the backup path recovery quickly upon link 

failure by exploiting the proactive link failure recovery mechanism of SDN. 

- Present the expected result of proposed mechanism (ELFR) by measuring the metrics of recovery time of 

packet processing and calculating time of recovery path computation while considering cost switch 

memory.  

The rest sections of this paper are structured as; section 2 reviews the related work for multi-hop-

based SDX. Section 3 explains the background of this paper. Section 4 presents the design of the proposed 

ELFR mechanism. Section 5 evaluates and compares the expected result of the proposed ELFR. Finally, the 

conclusion and future work of this research are presented in section 6. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

The current approaches and frameworks for recovering from link failure are presented in this section. 

The frameworks and approaches are categorized into two parts: SDX-based frameworks and FRR-based 

frameworks. SDX-based are frameworks which deployed on IXP providers by exploiting the SDN 

functionalities particularly multi-hop topology to improve link failure rerouting management. Similarly, the 

FRR-based are frameworks and approaches which are not yet deployed on multi-hop topology of SDX 

environment but they suggested strong approaches which can enable to reroute the failed packet quickly by 

using non-SDN mechanisms. 

 

2.1.  SDX-based frameworks 

The IXP providers have met difficulties in managing the link failure rerouting especially multi-hop 

topologies. This section discusses two frameworks (ENDEAVOUR and Umbrella) that tackle the challenges 

of IXP fast failover recovery and proposed approaches. ENDEAVOUR [21] is an SDN framework for IXP 

operators and deployed on multi-hop IXP topologies. It reduces switching fabric issues related to broadcast 

traffic and expands the scalability of IXP providers. Additionally, this framework proposed three approaches 

to recover the link failure of multi-hop IXP topologies. These approaches are implementing duplicate outgoing 

policies, sending packets back to the ingress switch, and injecting recovery information into packets. These 

approaches are solved many challenges related to link failure recovery, but they are not overcome the delay of 

packet processing and switch memory overhead.  

Umbrella [22] is an SDX model that can enable a strong and robust of switching fabric that minimizes 

the risks of controller dependability. In addition, Umbrella can be deployed on any single-hop or multi-hop 

IXP topology. For the purpose of dealing with data plane link failure, Umbrella relies on o OpenFlow (OF) 

features. To respond to a failed link, OpenFlow essentially exploits the group fast failover feature. This feature 

allows monitoring of interfaces, switch port status, and forwarding action without the use of a controller. The 

data plane recovery failure is more challenging. Considering, the protocols (for example, bidirectional 

forwarding detection (BFD) and local link discovery (LLD)) are implemented by the Umbrella controller. Only 

the configuration of the edge switch with the backup route is changed by the Umbrella controller when a data 

plane link failure is discovered. Due to the dependability of OpenFlow features to reroute the failed packet 

quickly, the Umbrella framework was unable to overcome the limitations of link failure in multi-hop topology. 

 

2.2.  FRR-based frameworks 

This section presents the general frameworks for FRR of link failure, including SWIFT, PURR, and 

FRR. SWIFT [23] offers a fast-reroute framework that enables routers to recover from remote failures in a 

short amount of time. SWIFT enables two techniques; First, SWIFT forecasts the remote failure based on a 

few BGP updates that were received. Second, SWIFT proposed an encoding scheme data plane that can quickly 

and flexibly update the affected forwarding entries. SWIFT reduced convergence time and solved the 

challenges of remote outages in transit networks. This framework tackled some challenges of fast rerouting but 

have met the limitations, which include rerouting unaffected prefixes that might result in overhead and affect 

the accuracy. Also, SWIFT was unable to reroute the large amount of prefixes, and it can only reroute the 

limited prefixes. The main issue that SWIFT ran into was the fact that it could take minutes before the first 

BGP update occurred after the corresponding data plane failure. 

PURR [24] enables low failover latency and high switch throughput by avoiding packet recirculation. 

Similarly, PURR has a strong resilience for multiple concurrent failures, and also it enables recovery from the 

failure with minimal memory requirements. This mechanism presented an FRR primitive for programmable 

data planes, which allows for the implementation of existing failover mechanisms without recirculating packets 

and hence low failover latency and high switch throughput. The PURR was unable to implement in the SDX 

environment, which might improve the proposed mechanism of this paper. 

FRR [25] proposed a fast rerouting framework to recover the router interruption and reroutes suddenly 

from failure. The pre-computed routing path was updated by this framework, enabling quick rerouting. This 

framework provides separate failover paths to reduce the number of paths impacted by interruption and packet 

loss rate for enhancing fast rerouting protection performance. This mechanism was applicable to the SDX 

environment, particularly on single topologies but not yet deployed on multi-hop topologies which may solve 

the challenges of link failure recovery. In addition, the mechanism makes the data plane updates by using two-

stage forwarding rules, which might result in a delay in rerouting the interruption.  

 

2.3.  Critical review 

The existing frameworks are critically reviewed in detail in this section. Today’s IXPs perform a fast 

rerouting using legacy routing protocols such as open shortest path first (OSPF) and multi-protocol label 

switching (MPLS). The mechanisms reroute packets based on their selected egress ports and pre-calculated 

alternate routing when an internal link failure occurs. In single switch topology, normally rerouting packets is 
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a simple task in case link failure is raised. In multi-hop IXPs topology, performing packet rerouting is more 

challenge when a link failure occurs because it affects different switches of IXPs [21]. IXPs also enable 

rerouting packets by exploiting OpenFlow mechanisms for failover recovery, but these mechanisms are not 

highly efficient for managing fast rerouting packets, and they also do not have great performance for packet 

processing [22]. 

Although many link failure rerouting mechanisms have been proposed such SWIFT [23], PURR [24] 

and FRR [25]. These mechanisms performed fast rerouting efficiently, but they are not implemented on multi-

hop SDX topology. Therefore, these mechanisms can apply to multi-hop SDX topologies to minimize packet 

processing delays and also improve previous fast failover recovery mechanisms.  

In summary, Table 1 summarizes the proposed mechanisms deployed, their strengths, and their 

weaknesses of the existing ENDEAVOUR [21] framework. These approaches solved some challenges, but still 

there are limitations like packet processing delay and switch memory overhead. In summary, Table 2 

summarizes the mechanisms used, their strengths, and their weaknesses of the existing Umbrella [22] 

framework. These mechanisms reduce some limitations but unfortunately, they depend on the OpenFlow 

features that result the delay of link failure recovery. In summary, Table 3 summarizes the proposed 

mechanisms used, their strengths, and their weaknesses of the existing SWIFT [23] framework. These 

mechanisms tackled some challenges of fast rerouting, but they met the limitations, which include rerouting 

unaffected prefixes that might result in overhead and affect the accuracy. Additionally, the proposed 

mechanisms were not able to reroute the large amount of prefixes, and it can reroute the limited prefixes.  

 

 

Table 1. Summary of existing ENDEAVOUR framework for link failure rerouting 
Proposed approach Strength Weakness 

Duplicating outbound policies Replicating all inbound and outbound policies of 

members across all switches. 

Extensive duplication of forwarding state. 

Sending packets back to the ingress 

switch 

Eliminates unwanted forwarding state duplication. Increased packet latency and bandwidth 

waste. 

Injecting recovery information into 
packets 

Solved all overheads of the above approaches. Delay in packet processing and switch 
memory costs. 

 

 

Table 2. Summary of existing Umbrella framework for link failure rerouting 
Proposed mechanism Strength Weakness 

OpenFlow group fast failover Independently and without a controller, 
monitors the state of the ports, interfaces, 

and switch forwarding operations. 

Unable to recover the data plane 
failure without controller. 

Bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) protocol. 
and Local Link Discovery Protocol (LLDP) 

It solved the challenge of recovering data 
plane failure which above mechanism 

caused. 

It depends on the controller that 
causes the recovery delay.  

 

 

Table 3. Summary of existing SWIFT framework for link failure rerouting 
Proposed 

mechanism 

Strength Weakness 

SWIFT inference 

algorithm 

Predicts which prefixes will be affected 

with low outage notification. 
Prefixes affected by the failure are 

being rerouted on routes that are not 

affected. 

Unable to manage the speed and accuracy of rerouting the affected 

prefixes simultaneously because it might have rerouted unaffected 
prefixes. 

Able to reroute the limited prefixes and not rerouted the much 

amount of prefixes. 
After a data plane failure, the first BGP update can take minutes to 

propagate. 

SWIFT encoding 

scheme  

Makes it possible to update the affected 

forwarding entries quickly and easily. 

 

 

Table 4 summarizes the proposed mechanisms used, their strengths and their weaknesses of existing 

PURR [24] and FRR [25] frameworks. In PURR, this mechanism presented an FRR primitive for 

programmable data planes, which allows for implementation of existing failover mechanisms without 

recirculating packets and hence low failover latency and high switch throughput. This mechanism is not able 

to deploy in the SDX environment related to this paper. This mechanism might improve the techniques of this 

study. 

Meanwhile, in FRR this mechanism can be applied in the SDX environment, particularly on single 

topologies but not yet deployed on multi-hop SDX topologies which can solve the challenges of link failure 

recovery. In addition, the mechanism makes the data plane updates by using two-stage forwarding rules, which 

might result in a delay in rerouting the interruption. 
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Table 4. Summary of existing PURR and FRR frameworks for link failure rerouting 
Proposed 

Framework 
Proposed mechanism Strength Weakness 

PURR [24] Fast rerouting primitive 

for programmable data 

plane. 

Provides low failover latency and 

high switch throughput. 

It can tolerate single and multiple 
failures. 

Prevents recirculating packets  

Limited to data plane failures. 

Unable to deploy on multi-hop IXP topologies. 

FRR [25] Fast rerouting (FRR) Diagnoses routing interruption. 
Implements fast rerouting technique. 

Reduces recovery time of 

interruption 

Enables to make data plane updates by using 
two-stage forwarding rules which might takes a 

time to reroute the interruption. 

Unable to deploy on multi-hop IXP topologies. 

 

 

3. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY  

First, this section explains the idea of SDX briefly. Second, it demonstrates the concepts of IXP, BGP, 

and SDN concisely. Third, it presents the description of the components for SDX. Lastly, the application of 

SDX is explained. 

 

3.1.  Software-defined exchange point 

SDX have emerged as an approach to offer network providers more particular control over forwarding 

[26]. Similarly, the deployment of software-defined networks on internet exchange points allows for supporting 

a rich policy expression among different participants. SDX offers a promise of significant flexibility and 

efficiency of inter-domain traffic delivery on the internet [27]. An SDX is an IXP made up of a programmable 

SDN switching fabric connected with a BGP route server that allows IXP members to communicate via BGP 

and an SDN controller that allows IXP members to override the default BGP routing behavior with more 

precise SDN policies. IXP members express SDN policies on both their inbound and outbound traffic [28]. 

The description of IXP, BGP, and SDN is provided in next section. 

 

3.2.  Internet exchange point 

IXP uses the concept of internet peering to interconnect domain networks such as ISPs and enterprises. 

Typically, internet peering refers to a business relationship by which two enterprises jointly offer access to 

each other’s users. Similarly, IXP is a physical network infrastructure that facilitates the interconnection 

between two or more independent autonomous systems and exchanges their internet traffic. This network 

infrastructure offers small providers an effective way to make different peering relationships with one another, 

whether connecting through a direct link or an IXP [26]. 

 

3.3.  Border gateway protocol 

BGP, the standard inter-domain routing protocol, is used by IXP providers to establish a peering 

connection between various network participants [29]. The way to establish connectivity between two networks 

(members) is to create a direct BGP session between two of their border routers. Primarily, when two IXP 

member ASes needed to start traffic exchange through the IXP switching fabric, they had to create a bilateral 

(BL) BGP peering session at the IXP [30]. The border gateway protocol, or BGP, has a significant capacity for 

scalability and can advance Internet development [31]. 

 

3.4.  Software-defined networking 

SDN is the pattern that separates the control plane and data plane. SDN creates a centralized 

environment that enables to handle of the control information separately by the controller, which does not 

interfere with the data plane traffic [32], [33] open network operating system (ONOS), OpenDayLight (ODL), 

and Ryu are some of the SDN controllers. The data plane services are offered by the SDN switches. The initial 

packet will be routed to the SDN controller once it reaches an SDN switch. Flow entries are written to SDN 

switches by the SDN controller according to rules that govern policies. The packets can adhere to the necessary 

policy to reach the desired location [34]. 

 

3.5. SDX components 

SDX is paradigm that combines the ideas of software-defined network and internet exchange point to 

give IXP participants greater administration and highly programmable capabilities that allow for more robust 

policies and higher-quality services. The SDX architecture comprised four main components, namely, 

programmable fabric, route server, SDX controller, and SDX applications. The description of these 

components is provided in next section. 
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3.5.1. Programmable fabric 

The SDX provides highly programmable switch fabric which enables to handle the forwarding packets 

effectively and quickly. The traditional switches do not have the capability of letting network administrators 

to direct the packet forwarding. They do not separate controlling from forwarding which can result significant 

cost. The SDX supports OpenFlow switch which offers greater flexibility and substantially simplifies data 

plane forwarding compared to the traditional layer-2 switch. 

 

3.5.2. Route server 

The route server (RS) is a feature designed for IXP operators that offers an alternative to full eBGP 

mesh peering among the service providers who have a presence at IXP. For each service provider, the RS offers 

eBGP route reflection with customized policy support. However, this component is part of traditional IXP 

architecture allows for the collection of BGP route information. The SDX architecture continues to use a route 

server which allows IXP members to share BGP routes and also stores each member's receiving route 

information and transfers without altering to the other IXP members. 

 

3.5.3. SDX controller 

SDX controller is the core component of software-defined exchange point architecture and responsible 

for managing control plane which instructs the switches where to transmit packets. High-level policies must be 

converted into low-level rules that can be on the IXP fabric by using the SDX controller. The SDX controller 

installs forwarding rules on switches and keep track of network activity using the Southbound Interface. 

 

3.5.4. SDX applications 

This component is responsible for creating a variety of network applications such as load balancing, 

firewalls, traffic engineering and many more to meet the internet provider’s requirements. The network 

administrators can shape traffic without having to touch individual switches in the network. SDX application 

is responsible for creating high-level policies. This component utilizes the northbound interface to 

communicate with the SDX controller and manage network operations. 

 

3.6.  Applications of SDX 

3.6.1. Application-specific peering  

Video services like Netflix, Amazon Prime, and YouTube use a lot of bandwidth and significantly 

increase the volume of web traffic. This kind of traffic cannot be distinguished from real-time traffic via BGP. 

Due to the necessity for a special method to handle high-bandwidth services, SDX offers application-specific 

peering, which enables AS to exchange traffic in accordance with the requirements of the individual 

applications. 

 

3.6.2. Inbound traffic engineering 

BGP can successfully manage outgoing traffic but is unable to regulate incoming traffic due to its 

reliance on destination internet protocol (IP) prefix routing and use of indirect strategies like the ASP path, 

communities, and selective advertisement that have an effect on the neighbors. IXP participants, however, must 

enhance the system for controlling incoming traffic from other participants. In order to directly manage and 

control incoming traffic, SDX provides a framework that enables AS to build forwarding rules and implement 

on switches at the IXP. 

 

3.6.3. Redirection through middle-boxes 

Networks can take advantage of a variety of middle-box services, including firewalls, network address 

translators, and load balancers. These tools and equipment are expensive in major ISPs and difficult to install 

everywhere due to geographic restrictions. Large internet service providers (ISPs) attempted to use a mechanism 

to route traffic to particular middle-boxes, however doing so is difficult when employing routing protocols. So, 

deploying one or more middle-boxes, SDX allows ISPs to direct traffic and reroute particular subsets. 

 

3.6.4. Wide-area server load balancing 

As servers are typically used to respond to requests from clients, content providers must employ 

domain name system (DNS) to spread these requests throughout a number of servers. The DNS servers 

managed and balanced client queries within a number of obstacles. By broadcasting anycast prefixes and 

altering the destination IP address to match with the chosen hosting location based on any attributes in the 

packet header, due to the fact that client requests move between server clusters, SDX enables content producers 

to balance the load.  
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3.6.5. Advanced black-holing 

A technique by which an AS might request that its neighbors ignore packets with a specific IP prefix. 

Consequently, black-holing is unable to distinguish between malicious and legal packets that resulted to drop 

every packet. Therefore, to minimize these dangers, SDX gives operators an advanced black-holing system 

that allows them to manage and drop rules at the finest possible level and only discard undesired packets. 

 

 

4. DESIGN OF PROPOSED ENHANCED LINK FAILURE REROUTING MECHANSIM 

This section proposed a new mechanism called enhanced link failure rerouting (ELFR) to address the 

challenges highlighted in the critical review section. ELFR mechanism improves the performance of software-

defined exchange point, SDX particularly link failure recovery for multi-hop topologies by reducing the delay 

of packet processing and improving path computation. The following subsections discuss the requirements of 

this mechanism, architecture and modules of ELFR mechanism to achieve the objective of this paper. 

 

4.1.  Requirement of ELFR mechanism 

The main requirements of the proposed ELFR mechanism are to achieve the main goal of this research 

and to validate the output of the proposed mechanism. ELFR has to achieve the following requirements: 

- ELFR should be based on the SDX multi-hop topology by exploiting P4 features. 

- ELFR must avoid packet recirculation that increases packet processing latency when a link failure occurs. 

- ELFR should not compute the recovery backup path after link failure is detected which results a delay of 

recovery process. 

- ELFR must not deal with any normal forwarding packet as a recovery packet. 

 

4.2.  Architecture of ELFR mechanism 

The architecture of the proposed ELFR Mechanism is presented in this section. The major objective 

of this suggested mechanism is to shorten the time it takes for multi-hop SDN-based IXPs to recover from link 

failure. The proposed ELFR mechanism minimizes the packet processing delay of link failure and improves 

the path computation to find a recovery backup path in multi-hop IXP topology. The design of the proposed 

mechanism is comprised of two modules as shown in: 

 

4.2.1. Packet processing module  

This module aims to capture the packets and forward them to the destination effectively. This module 

enables to classify the normal packets from recovery packets. If the packet is normal, the module will process 

and forward normally. The affected packet needs a mechanism that can help it recover quickly and efficiently 

from failure when there is a link failure. 

 

4.2.2. Path computation module 

This module aims to compute the recovery backup path of link failure. The module provides the 

shortest path to recover quickly from failure and reroute packets with the new path. This module is only 

responsible for calculating the shortest recovery backup path and installing the rules into switches. Figure 2 

depicts an overview of the proposed mechanism design. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Architecture proposed ELFR mechanism for multi hop based SDX 
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4.3.  Proposed ELFR mechanism 

This section presents the details of proposed ELFR mechanism. ELFR mechanism contains two 

modules, namely packet processing module and path computation module. ELFR modules comprised various 

processes. These processes include packet capturing, packet forwarding for packet processing module, and 

recovery backup path computation and discovery shortest backup path for path computation module. Each 

process contains different steps such as packet encapsulation, packet classification, normal packet forwarding, 

recovery packet forwarding, calculate backup path, finding shortest backup path and installing backup path 

information. The main explanations of these modules are provided in next section. 

 

4.3.1. Packet processing module 

This module aims to capture the packet by making two process of encapsulation and classification of 

packets. It also enables to forward the packets by separating which packet is normal and which packet needs a 

recovery. ENDEAVOUR and Umbrella proposed approaches by exploiting OpenFlow features that resulted in 

a packet processing delay and cost of switch memory [21], [22]. There are two link failure recovery techniques 

in the SDN architecture: proactive and reactive techniques. The proactive technique requires extra storage, 

which leads in switch memory cost, whereas the reactive mechanism adds latency to the failure recovery 

process. The ELFR mechanism adopts the proactive link failure recovery technique leveraging P4Neighbor 

features to decrease the delay of packet processing and minimize switch memory overhead [35]. The neighbor-

based proactive link failure recovery approach described by P4Neighbor was not used in a multi-hop SDX 

environment. We employ P4Neighbor features in a SDX multi-hop topology to differentiate between normal 

and recovery packets in order to address the challenges raised in this work. The packet processing module 

consists of two processes: packet capturing and packet forwarding, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Workflow of packet processing module 

 

 

- Packet capturing: this process contains two steps; packet encapsulation and packet classification. When a 

link fails, backup path information must be encapsulated into a packet header. To do so, this process uses 

P4 to capture and filter the packets from a network like autonomous systems (ASes). Packet classification 

enables to check the packet status and differentiate the packets, whether it is normal packets or recovery 

packets, to process packets effectively and quickly while preventing the forwarding of the unaffected 

packet as a recovery packet. This process distinguishes between normal and link failure recovery packets 

using a one-bit state field. The state 0 for normal packets and 1 for packets in link failure recovery. If a 
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packet is in the link failure recovery state, we must also include the backup path information in the header. 

Therefore, the role of this process is to capture and encapsulate the packet as well as distinguish the status 

of packets. When this process finishes the function, it will transfer to the next step to continue the process. 

- Packet forwarding: this process comprises two steps; normal packet forwarding and recovery packet 

forwarding. This process handles the forwarding packets considering the previous step that differentiated 

the packets into two kinds. First, the normal packet is the packet which not effected the failure and needs 

to process normally. Second, a recovery packet is a packet that affects the failure and needs to reroute 

quickly from failure. The normal packet forwarding is responsible to forward the normal packets to the 

destination address. While the recovery packet forwarding is responsible to forward the recovery packets 

according to the backup path information in the packet header rather than normal packet. When the packet 

suffers a link failure in this situation, the switch inserts the backup path information into the custom packet 

header, and the following switches can complete the forwarding by retrieving the backup path information 

from the custom packet header. 

 

4.3.2. Path computation module 

This module aims to compute the recovery backup path before link failure occurs and discover the 

shortest backup path. The backup path must be installed in all switches by the controller in the traditional 

proactive failure recovery mechanism, which generates the backup path based on destination. This module 

implements a proactive link failure recovery mechanism using a neighbor-based backup path calculation 

approach as instead of the traditional destination-based backup path calculation method. This module contains 

two processes; recovery backup path computation and discovery shortest backup path. 

- Recovery backup path computation: this process is responsible for calculating the backup path in advance 

before a link failure occur. In the SDN architecture, the controller determines the recovery backup path 

using both proactive and reactive mechanisms. When a link failure is discovered during reactive recovery, 

the mechanism computes the backup path after detecting the link failure that resulted delay in recovery 

process. Proactive recovery involves calculating the backup path in advance of a link failure, which adds 

storage overhead. Leveraging P4 capabilities, this step combines a neighbor-based backup path 

computation technique with a traditional proactive recovery mechanism. By adopting a neighbor-based 

backup path calculation, each switch can only store the backup paths of the other connected switches. The 

role of this process is to calculate the backup path only. After the calculation is finished, the next step will 

continue the process. 

- Discovery shortest backup path: this process is responsible for finding the shortest backup path between 

switches and installing the backup path on switches. This process calculates the shortest path between any 

two witches. To get the shortest backup path, we need to find the path between each switch (Sx) and its 

neighbor (Sy) through the middle switch (Sm). In order to achieve this, we navigate through all switches and 

save each path we find on Sm between two switch neighbors. The shortest backup path for the edge can be 

discovered after navigating all the switches. In this step, the shortest backup path that we have discovered is 

installed on each switch. Figure 4 shows the workflow of neighbor-based backup path calculation. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Flowchart of backup path calculation 
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5. EXPECTED RESULT 

The proposed ELFR Mechanism compares with existing multi-hop SDX-based link failure recovery 

in terms of packet processing (recovery time), path computation (calculation time), and switch memory 

(overhead cost). Table 5 shows a comparison between the proposed ELFR mechanism and existing multi-hop 

SDX-based regarding link failure recovery metrics. This work measures the metrics by using “Low”, 

“Medium”, and “High”. So, the packet processing and path computation of ENDEAVOUR is “medium” 

because of there is a significant delay when processes the packet and also when computes the backup path in 

link failure recovery process. The switch memory of ENDEAVOUR is “High” because of it used reactive link 

failure recovery mechanism which requires much memory storage, so it needs to reduce this storage overhead. 

The all metrics of Umbrella are “High” because of there is a huge delay in terms of packet processing, path 

computation and switch memory. So, the Umbrella is not effective compared with the ENDEAVOUR. The 

ELFR is more effective than previous mechanisms. All metrics are “Low” in ELFR because the delay of packet 

processing and the backup path calculation are minimized and also ELFR is not required much storage of 

switch memory. The details are discussed the next sections. 

 

 

Table 5. Comparison between the proposed ELFR mechanism and existing multi-hop SDX-based 

mechanisms 
Metrics ENDEAVOUR [21] Umbrella [22] ELFR 

Packet processing Medium High Low 
Path computation  Medium High Low 

Switch memory High High Low 

 

 

5.1.  Packet processing 

The previous frameworks proposed mechanisms that could enable to process of packets quickly when 

link failure is detected in a multi-hop-based SDX environment. These frameworks met the challenges of fast 

failover recovery and packet processing delay [21], [22]. However, the proposed mechanism, ELFR enables 

for the processing of the affected packet quickly and efficiently in multi-hop topologies by reducing the 

recovery time of link failure. 

 

5.2.  Path computation 

The existing SDX-based frameworks in multi-hop topology are computed the recovery backup path 

calculation after link failure occurs that resulting in an operational delay to recover the failure quickly and 

depending on the OpenFlow features. So, the other frameworks proposed the mechanisms [24], [36] that can 

enable computing the recovery backup path before link failure occur, but they are not applied on multi-hop 

IXP topology. Therefore, the ELFR mechanism applies the technique that can quickly compute the path before 

link failure is detected by exploiting the existing mechanism to find the shortest path and reduce the calculation 

time of the backup path. 

 

5.3. Switch memory 

In the SDN environment, the controller calculates before link failure is detected and stores in ternary 

content-addressable memory (TCAM) switches that cause memory overhead. The existing frameworks [35], [36] 

proposed the mechanisms that reduce the switch memory overhead by using P4 features, but they are not 

implemented on multi-hop IXP topologies. So, the proposed ELFR mechanism attempts to reduce the memory 

overhead by exploiting the P4 features. 

This study anticipates a different outcome from the past studies in terms of the parameters tested. The 

link failure recovery technique in particular benefits from ELFR's improved performance and scalability of 

SDX's multi-hop topology. The ELFR is a more scalable and efficient mechanism than the current SDX multi-

hop topology mechanisms because it deploys P4's advanced features, which are better compared to OpenFlow's 

features in terms of processing packets and calculating backup paths in the event of link failure while 

minimizing the cost of switch memory.  

 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

SDX meets many performance and scalability challenges that cause operational management 

difficulties for IXP providers. These challenges include fast link failure recovery, which resulted in the delay 

of packet processing in the SDX environment. This paper proposed ELFR mechanism to improve the 

performance of multi-hop IXP topologies. The proposed ELFR reduces the delay of link failure recovery to 
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process packets quickly and improves the path computation to find the shortest backup path while minimizing 

the cost overhead of switch memory. In future work, instead of using multiple link failure recovery for backup 

path calculation, the proposed ELFR mechanism implements single failure recovery. Furthermore, the 

proposed ELFR mechanism uses a link-based failure scheme, which could result in a loop issue when numerous 

links fail and also reduce transmission efficiency. 
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